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Abstract
It is well known that arthropods are the most diverse and abundant eukaryotic organisms on the planet.
Museum and research collections have huge insect accumulations from expeditions conducted over history
that contain specimens of both temporal and spatial value, including hundreds of thousands of species. This
biodiversity data is inaccessible to the research community, resulting in a vast amount of “dark data”. The
primary objective of this study is to develop an artificial intelligence-driven system for specimen
identification that greatly minimizes the time and expertise required to identify specimens in atypical
environments. Successful development will have profound impacts on both ecology and biodiversity
sciences as it will increase the resolution for ecological studies and allow us to work through the backlog
of insect collections, unlocking tremendous amounts of biodiversity data. Development of the system will
address multiple challenges in deep learning, including problems associated with limited training data and
moving from known domains into unknown. The cutting-edge AI solutions will be a final component in a
smart specimen identification system scalable in multiple platforms and across geographic region.
Keywords:
Adversarial Training – Training a model using a discriminator and generator. The generator generates
images while the discriminator determines which images are not close to the ground truth.
Domain Adaptation – Applying the knowledge of a deep learning model to a different domain.
Semantic Segmentation – Assigning a label to every pixel in an image.
Semi-supervised Learning – Training a model on labeled data, then using unlabeled data to improve the
training results.
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Introduction
The short-term goal of this project is to create and evaluate a model’s performance with our current
progress in imaging and labeling to verify the proof of concept of our long-term goals; this is the primary
focus of this paper. The long-term goal of this project is to develop a novel AI-based technology to monitor
species of insects and provide real-time agricultural recommendations to farmers. A smart machine that
utilizes this AI technology would give farmers as well as crop surveyors access to a continuous flow of data
and information; a prototype of this design is shown in Figure 1. The final product incorporating the
research shared in this paper would be a similar machine to the one shown; it could calculate when to
apply the necessary chemicals and pesticides, the proper dosages, and timing of application, likely
catching outbreaks before they occur and reducing overall pesticide use while also providing information
to the agricultural community to make informed decisions regarding insect management. All of which will
save the US farm industry money and, through the reduction of pesticides entering the environment,
ultimately, make the world a much safer place. The proposed solution stands to have an enormous impact
on both the economy and environment.
The work in our lab is focused on creating an automated system that can detect and identify arthropod
specimens. In order to identify each insect that these AI systems encounter, a model must be trained first.
This work requires the imaging of tens of thousands of insects; these images will then be used to train an
AI for later work. In order to verify the accuracy of the system, it will be tested on novel data gathered in
the same locality of the existing insect dataset. Eventually, this work will be optimized for low-power deep
learning in order to deploy it on low-cost devices. The final primary goal of the project is to submit and
publish multiple papers for top AI conferences and journals. Right now, we are working on a funded
project to develop a prototype system that can detect and capture photos of insects; this work will be
used to develop the previously mentioned AI that can classify insect species. At the current stage of
research, we have captured around 7,000 images but have labeled less than 5% percent of these images:
examples of labeled images can be seen in Figure 3. The rate at which it takes to label these images inhibits
the production of a model that can reliably identify images, as the model greatly benefits from being able
to classify each part an image. The process of labeling an image requires carefully tracing the outline of
each body part: this list includes the body, head, legs, and wings.

Figure 1: Testing a prototype of our developed AI-based insect detection and counting system.
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By labeling each part of the insect, the model can distinguish between different species, increasing the
reliability of properly identifying any given insect. In order for a human to classify an insect, one must
inspect each part of the body, with the wings being the most important. If a human, or a computer model,
knows what to look for in the wings of the insect, the chances that the insect is correctly identified greatly
improves. The process of identifying each pixel in an image is referred to as semantic segmentation in
computer vision, and annotation refers to the manual process of semantically identifying each part of an
image.
Automatic semantic object understanding and segmentation are computer vision and machine
intelligence operations that aim to assign each pixel in an image to a corresponding, predefined class; this
data is then used to train AI models. Semantic segmentation has various practical applications such as
medicine, agriculture, law enforcement, and transportation. When a model is needed to recognize details
and structures of objects, semantic segmentation is a reliable approach. A typical supervised
segmentation model is trained on datasets with labels. To train an AI to semantically segment images, a
few learning approaches can be used, but all approaches require a sizeable dataset, and the more
dependable ones require annotation. However, manually annotating insect images for the semantic
segmentation task is costly and time-consuming. For example, our current progress of manual
segmentation and annotation is not sustainable, as the time it takes to annotate an image (as shown in
Figure 2) vastly outweighs the time it takes to capture an image. Selecting the right machine learning
approach can help to alleviate this problem.
The three primary machine learning approaches are supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised
learning. Supervised learning uses data that has already been labeled, and the model learns from this
data, but this approach requires a large amount of labeled data. Unsupervised learning allows the AI to
recognize patterns on its own without the aid of labeling, but the results are usually not as accurate when
compared to supervised methods. Semi-supervised learning is a combination of both: the model learns
on labeled data then uses the unlabeled data for further training. Domain Adaptation offers a solution to
the problem of labeling while also maximizing model accuracy; it uses simulated data to train a model
used for real-world applications. The simulated data, including ground truth labels, is used to train the
model. A ground truth label refers to the annotated image used as the baseline for training. Once the
model is trained, the knowledge is transferred and applied to the real-world data. This approach allows
the model to use large amounts of labeled data, but there is usually a slight difference between the
simulated data and the real data, referred to as the domain gap. This domain gap is then minimized by
training the model on the unlabeled real-world data. Richter et al [13] pioneered one of the more wellknown applications of Domain Adaptation by using information from the game GTA V provided by the
game engine to create a new, virtual dataset. The model’s knowledge is usually transferred and refined
on real-world city images, discussed further in papers such as AdvEnt. The ability to maximize the
efficiency of a model using the methods found in the AdvEnt paper[10] does not only apply to scenarios
which require simulated and real-world data: any dataset of labeled and unlabeled images that requires
generalization across a domain gap can benefits from Domain Adaptation. By treating the labeled insects
as the simulated data and the unlabeled insects as the real-world data, we were able to produce a model
that can segment images of unlabeled insects.
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Figure 2: An example of an annotated image. Labeling an image requires tracing an outline around each
part of the insect.

Related Work
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation has recently seen a rise in popularity, prompting more research activity,
and when it comes to semantic segmentation, many of the common approaches use generative
adversarial training. Adversarial Networks focus on training a generator and discriminator. The generator
creates results that mirror the training data, while the discriminator identifies the results that do not fit
the training data. Together, the two continue improving results until the generator can create images,
that either reach the desired output or convince the discriminator that they are authentic images. Work
in our lab related to semantic segmentation implements a Bijective Maximum Likelihood loss to improve
the results of scene segmentation. Truong et al [9] also used a Domain Score to measure the efficiency of
a model on a new domain. The first GAN approach applied to domain adapted semantic segmentation
was used by Hoffman et al [4]. Yang and Soatto improved their segmentation results by performing
domain alignment to reduce the variance between the source and target domains. Cheng et al [2]
implemented a dual path learning framework that allows two pipelines to interact and improve
segmentation results. Ning et al [6] used a multi-anchor approach resulting in more representative labels
in the target domain, as opposed to traditional centroid based UDA methods.
Insect detection and other agricultural applications of computer vision have been researched in the past.
Insect detection in nature relies on small object detection and sufficient generalization, ensuring the
methods can work in complex environments. Deng et al [3] focuses on using a biologically inspired
detection method to identify insects. Kuzuhara et al [5] utilizes a two-stage method based on CNNs for
detecting and identifying small insects. Research done by Rani uses computer vision techniques to
determine whether agricultural crops are affected by pests by using an SVM classifier [5]. Wang et al [11]
uses an Artificial Neural Network and a Support Vector Machine to improve accuracy results in
identification. Chen et al [1] created an inexpensive system that uses various acoustic and optical sensors
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to classify insects. The research done by Samata and Ghosh uses correlation-based feature selection and
incremental back propagation in an artificial neural network to detect insects and reduce their impact on
crop production.

Figure 3: A dataset (7,000 samples) of captured insect photos and their detailed annotation used during
training. Part of the research included collecting and labeling some of these samples.

Methods
Creating a model that can attain the intended results is approachable in a few different ways. The first of
these methods uses unsupervised training. At first glance, unsupervised learning may seem like the best
approach for our problem: we have an abundance of unlabeled data that would take a significant amount
of time to label. However, unsupervised learning has its limitations. The main concern is the risk of
inaccurate results. Training a model to segment images is difficult enough, and segmenting small images
is even more challenging. Expecting an unsupervised model to reach the desired results is more than
hopeful. Validating the results is another concern with unsupervised methods. In order to improve the
accuracy of unsupervised learning, human input is often required to ensure the model is approaching the
problem correctly. The process of verifying the output of an unsupervised model requires a significant
investment of time. Additionally, unsupervised methods usually require larger training sets, which can
increase the computational complexity of the system. This also results in lengthier training times, slowing
down the pace of improving the results. Overall, unsupervised training is a gamble when it comes to the
intended outcome.
Supervised training, on the other hand, requires large amounts of labeled data. Currently, labeling an
insect photograph takes around 15 minutes. Labeling the entire dataset of photographed arthropods
would take a tremendous amount of time. The room for human error also increases with supervised
learning. Improperly labeled images can skew the training results and cause problems for the model’s
accuracy. For more complex problems, the images may also need to be labeled by an expert in the field
in order to properly identify each part of the image. Another problem with supervised training presents
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itself when the model is applied to the target domain. Usually, the model performs very well on the source
domain, but supervised methods can have problems generalizing if the dataset does not include a wide
variety of images. Training a supervised model can also take considerably more time than other methods,
as each image and its corresponding label needs to be analyzed. Overall, supervised training usually
produces better results as opposed to unsupervised methods, but the time and resources required to
achieve these results can be inhibiting.
The semi-supervised method we used combines the benefits of the two styles of training while also
maximizing the accuracy of the model. Semi-supervised methods train the model by using both labeled
and unlabeled data. In the case of our research, a generative model was used. The training data provides
ground truth labels and a baseline for the intended results. The unlabeled data allows the generator to
learn how to segment the images while the discriminator continues improving the results. The semisupervised method of training reduces the time it takes to train as well as the overall complexity of the
model. Additionally, the amount of labeled data required does not compare to the supervised method,
and the results are better than those of an unsupervised method. No human input is required to verify
the results, either. A figure of the model is displayed below (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Graphical indication of the methods used to train the model: Domain Adaptation and
Adversarial Training.

Results
The DeepLabv2 model was used during training along with the AdvEnt domain adaptation methods. In
order to run the experiment, the AdvEnt datasets needed to be modified. First, the insect label files were
converted to the ground truth masks and moved into a repository along with the image files. Each class
needed to be changed, too. At this point, the network was being used to segment insect body parts rather
than city scenes. Once these steps were completed, the model was trained on the ground truth labels.
The unsegmented images were used during training to allow the model to holistically learn the structure
of insects and the segmentation patterns. After the model was sufficiently trained, it produced several
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segmented images on the unlabeled data. The mean IoU achieved by the model was 38%. IoU, or
intersection over union, refers to an algorithm that identifies the overlap and union between the ground
truth label and the output produced by the model. The intersection of these two parts is divided by their
union to produce the IoU value. Based on this value, one can evaluate the model’s efficacy. An IoU value
greater than 50% is considered good: because these are preliminary tests, the final number we achieved
is promising. The final results of our experiments can be seen in Figure 5.

Conclusions
One thing to note was the model’s high accuracy when segmenting the side profile of insects and the
accuracy in segmenting the head; the wings and body are not as accurate. The model cannot segment
legs.

Figure 5: Segmented images produced by the model after training.
However, small objects cannot be reliably segmented by most models. Additionally, the model does not
generalize well: insects with different sizes or colors cause issues. From the images, we can learn how to
improve the results of the model. Including more variety in the insects used to train the model would
allow it to segment different insect types more reliably. Incorporating other methods that segment small
objects reliably and improve overall accuracy would likely improve results, as well.
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